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1. Self Introduction

- Educational Background
  - M.Sc. in Mathematical Sciences with specialization in Statistics, from Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Norway (2015-2017)
  - B.E. (Hons.) in Electronics and Instrumentation, from Birla Institute of Technology and Science, India (2005-2009)
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- Work Experience

- Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL), India (Aug’09 to Aug’15) as a Marketing Engineer
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2. Introduction of PhD topic

• Research Scenario

✓ Dynamic and predictive decision is key strategy for management of subsea facilities from cost and safety perspectives

✓ Implementation relies on several interacting steps including data collection, data processing, prognostics, and decision-making optimization.
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Research Challenges

In Design Phase:

- Expensive (sensor/installation/operation)- optimize placement, redundancies, choice of technology
- Cheap – integration of sensors, choice of communication network
- Consequent decision: optimal wrt ROI for prognostic & predictive decision
Research Challenges

In Operational Phase:

• Efficient models that utilizes data coming from subsea process/equipment for predictive decision

• Industrial usefulness of these models

• Consequent decision: optimal wrt ROI, for prognostic & predictive decision.

• Operating data intentionally not collected for condition monitoring based on the added value information to such models
Research Method and Work Plan

1st Year
- Course Work
- Detailed literature review
- Define the specific problem statements

2nd Year
- Development of generic models
- Make them more practical from the feedback from Industry partners

3rd Year
- Model Validation
- Statistical method and simulation will be performed to assess the generic model
- Data from One or more industry for verification
“Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful.”

George E. P. Box